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Dynamic Coded Caching in Wireless Networks
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Abstract—We consider distributed and dynamic caching of
coded content at small base stations (SBSs) in an area served
by a macro base station (MBS). Specifically, content is encoded
using a maximum distance separable code and cached according
to a time-to-live (TTL) cache eviction policy, which allows coded
packets to be removed from the caches at periodic times. Mobile
users requesting a particular content download coded packets
from SBSs within communication range. If additional packets
are required to decode the file, these are downloaded from the
MBS. We formulate an optimization problem that is efficiently
solved numerically, providing TTL caching policies minimizing
the overall network load. We demonstrate that distributed
coded caching using TTL caching policies can offer significant
reductions in terms of network load when request arrivals are
bursty. We show how the distributed coded caching problem
utilizing TTL caching policies can be analyzed as a specific single
cache, convex optimization problem. Our problem encompasses
static caching and the single cache as special cases. We prove that,
interestingly, static caching is optimal under a Poisson request
process, and that for a single cache the optimization problem has
a surprisingly simple solution.
Index Terms—Caching, content delivery networks, erasure
correcting codes, TTL.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Caching has attracted a significant amount of attention in
the last few years as a promising technology to alleviate
the load on backhaul links [1]. Content may be cached in a
distributed fashion across small base stations (SBSs) such that
users can download requested content directly from them. For
distributed caching, the use of erasure correcting codes (ECCs)
has been shown to reduce the download delay as well as the
network load [2], [3]. Content may also be cached directly
in mobile devices such that users can download content from
neighboring devices using device-to-device (D2D) communication. Similar to the SBS caching case, the use of ECCs
has been demonstrated to reduce the network load also for
this scenario [4]–[6]. Caching furthermore facilitates indexcoded broadcasts to multiple users requesting different content,
which has been shown to drastically reduce the amount of data
that has to be transmitted over the SBS-to-device downlink
[7]. ECCs have also been used in conjunction with index
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coding to ensure data availability at broadcasting devices in
D2D caching networks [8] as well as to provide index-coding
broadcast opportunities to subsets of users [9], [10]. All these
works consider the cached content to be static for a period
of time (e.g., a day) according to a given file popularity
distribution.
Dynamic cache eviction policies, e.g., first-in-first-out
(FIFO), least-recently-used (LRU), least-frequently-used
(LFU), and random (RND), may be beneficial to use when
the file library or file popularity profile is dynamic, or when
users request content according to a renewal process [11].
Due to the complexity in analyzing such policies, timer-based
policies that are significantly more tractable have been
suggested. One such policy is time-to-live (TTL) where a
request for a particular piece of content triggers it to be
cached and then evicted after the expiration of a timer. The
TTL policy has been shown to yield similar performance to
FIFO, LRU, LFU, and RND policies in [12]–[15]. Goseling
and Simeone extended the TTL policy to cache fractions
of files, referred to as fractional TTL (FTTL), and showed
that this can improve performance under a renewal request
process [16]. Decreasing the fraction of a file that is cached
over time, termed soft TTL (STTL), can further improve the
performance. Optimal STTL caching policies are obtained
through a convex optimization problem [16]. All previous
works on TTL policies assume either a single cache or a
number of caches, e.g., structured into lines or hierarchies,
where users access a single cache. For these scenarios, coded
caching does not bring any benefits. However, if users can
access several caches, the use of ECCs can be beneficial.
Hence, merging distributed coded caching with the TTL
schemes in [16], which have both independently been shown
to bring performance improvements, is an intriguing prospect.
In this paper, we generalize the TTL policies in [16] to a distributed coded caching scenario. Specifically, we consider the
scenario where content is encoded using a maximum distance
separable (MDS) code and cached in a distributed fashion
across several SBSs. Coded content is evicted from the caches
in accordance with the TTL policies in [16]. Users requesting
a particular piece of content download coded packets from
SBSs within communication range and, if necessary, download
additional packets from a macro base station (MBS). The main
contributions are summarized below.
A. Contributions
We generalize the TTL, FTTL, and STTL caching policies
in [16] to a scenario where coded packets are cached in a
distributed fashion across several SBSs. Specifically, we adopt
the maximization problem in [16], providing optimal caching
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policies for a single cache and an increasing and concave
utility function. We modify the objective function of the
problem in [16] to yield a network load minimization problem,
where the network load is defined as a sum of data rates over
various network links, weighted by a cost representing, e.g.,
transmission delay or energy consumption of transmitting data
over these links. We then rewrite the optimization problem as a
mixed integer linear program (MILP) that is efficiently solved
numerically. We furthermore prove that the distributed coded
caching problem can equivalently be analyzed as a single
cache problem with a specific decreasing and convex cost
function. This is an important result because it shows that such
a function, previously studied for the single cache case due to
its analytical tractability [16], arises naturally in a distributed
caching scenario. For SBSs deployed according to a Poisson
point process [17, Ch. 2.3], we derive the cost function explicitly. We analyze two important special cases of the network
load minimization problem. In particular, we show that our
problem has the static coded caching problem where content
is never updated (considered in, e.g., [2], [3]), as a special case.
We furthermore prove that static coded caching is optimal
under the assumption of a Poisson request process. Moreover,
for the special case of users accessing a single cache, we prove
that the STTL problem is a fractional knapsack problem with
a greedy optimal solution. The performance of TTL, FTTL,
and STTL, in terms of network load, is evaluated for a renewal
process, specifically when the times between requests follow
a Weibull distribution, which has been shown to accurately
model requests for, e.g., educational media [18]. We show that
distributed coded caching using TTL caching policies can offer
significant reductions in network load, especially for bursty
renewal request processes.
B. Related Work
Distributed caching of coded content utilizing TTL cache
eviction policies was also investigated in [19]. Compared to the
problem studied in this paper, the work in [19] is significantly
different in a number of ways. Specifically, we consider an
STTL policy with optimized TTL timers under a renewal request process, which was not considered in [19]. Furthermore,
a dynamic library of files with location-dependent popularity
is considered in [19], which is typically considered to be more
general than a static file library and is not in the scope of our
work. However, it is reasonable to consider scenarios where
the file library remains fixed for a considerable amount of
time, e.g., a day, and focus on an area with homogeneous file
popularity.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
We consider an area served by an MBS that always has access to a file library of N files, where file i = 1, 2, . . . , N has
size si . Mobile users request files from the library according
to independent renewal processes. Specifically, we denote the
independent and identically distributed times between requests
for file i by Xi , the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of
Xi by
FXi (t) , Pr(Xi ≤ t),

File library
N files
MBS

User B
SBS
User A

Figure 1. The considered network with an MBS with access to a file library
of N files, a number of SBSs caching coded fractions of files, and users A
and B. In the example, user A can decode the requested file by downloading
coded packets from the SBSs within communication range, whereas user B
has to also download some packets from the MBS.

and the request rate of file i by
ωi , E[Xi ]−1 .
We let pi =Pωi /ω, for some aggregate request rate in the
N
area, ω =
i=1 ωi . For a Poisson request process, i.e.,
exponentially distributed Xi , pi can be interpreted as the
probability that file i is requested. The request rates ωi are
assumed to be constant over a sufficiently long period of time,
e.g., not changing during the course of one day. For such
scenarios, file popularity predictions and content allocation
optimization can be carried out during periods of low network
traffic, e.g., during night time. B SBSs are deployed in the
area and each SBS has a cache with storage capacity C. We
assume that a user can download content from an SBS if it is
within a range rSBS and we denote by γb the probability that
a user is within range of b SBSs at any given time. The model
considered in this paper is illustrated in Fig. 1.
A. Caching Policy
Each file i of size si is partitioned into ki packets, each
of size si /ki . The packets are encoded into ni coded packets
(also of size si /ki ) using an (ni , ki ) MDS code of rate ki /ni .
We defer the description of how to select code parameters ni
and ki until later in this subsection. For analytical tractability,
we assume that all SBSs cache the same amount of each file
at all times, i.e., the same number of distinct coded packets
for a given file. In this respect, the caches are synchronized.
With slight abuse of notation, we let mi (t) ≤ ki denote the
number of distinct coded packets of file i cached at each SBS
at time t, where t is the time since the last request for file
i. We will use this interpretation of t throughout the paper.
The amount of file i cached by each SBS at time t is hence
mi (t)si /ki . We normalize by the file size si and let
µi (t) = mi (t)/ki
denote the fraction of file i cached at time t. Similar to [16],
we refer to µi (t) as the caching policy.
We adopt an STTL cache eviction policy, shown to increase
the amount of content that can be downloaded from a single
cache under a renewal request process in [16]. Hence, coded
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packets of file i may be evicted from the caches at periodic
times with period T after the last request for file i. We allow
K potential updates within a total time equal to KT , which
we refer to as the update window length. For K = 0, the
caches are never updated. This corresponds to static caching,
which is the type of caching considered in a big part of the
literature [2]–[7]. The caching policies µi (t) are decreasing
functions of t given by [16]


µi,0 , if t < T,
µi (t) = µi,j , if jT ≤ t < (j + 1)T, j = 1, 2, . . . , K − 1,


µi,K , if t ≥ KT,
(1)
where
1 ≥ µi,0 ≥ µi,1 ≥ · · · ≥ µi,K ≥ 0.
To derive code parameters ki and ni from caching policy µi,j
for any i, we first quantize µ−1
i,j , for all j, to rational numbers to
the desired degree of precision. We then obtain ki as the least
common multiple of µ−1
i,j , i.e., the smallest integer multiple of
µ−1
,
for
all
j
such
that
µi,j > 0, and ni = Bki µi,0 . After
i,j
a request for file i, the ni coded packets are allocated to the
caches, where each SBS caches ki µi,0 distinct coded packets.
Subsequently, coded packets are evicted from the caches in
accordance with the caching policy in (1). The following small
example illustrates how to obtain code parameters ki and ni
from an STTL caching policy and how to manage cached
content over time.
Example 1. Consider a small network with three SBSs (B =
3) and the STTL caching policy

1,
if j = 0,



2/3, if j = 1, 2, . . . , 4,
µi,j =

1/3, if j = 5,



0,
if j = K = 6,
for some file i. The least common multiple of 1−1 , (2/3)−1 ,
and (1/3)−1 is 3 and, hence, ki = 3. It follows that
ni = Bki µi,0 = 9. After a request for file i, each SBS caches
ki µi,0 = 3 distinct coded packets of file i. If there is no request
for file i until time t = T , one coded packet is evicted from the
cache of each SBS, i.e., ki µi,1 = 2 coded packets are cached
at each SBS, etc..
We remark that, for MDS codes, the required underlying
field size, as well as the encoding and decoding complexity,
grow with ni . If ni is large, rateless codes with significantly
lower complexity can be used [20]. Such codes have been
shown to have close to MDS code performance in distributed
caching scenarios [21]. In this work, we will assume that
µi,j ∈ R for simplicity. We refer to f = 1/T as the update
frequency and remark that static caching (K = 0) corresponds
to f = 0.
B. Content Download
For an MDS code, any ki coded packets of file i suffice to
decode the file. All files requested by users can be decoded by
downloading packets available at SBSs within communication

range and, if necessary, retrieving additional packets from the
MBS. Specifically, a user requesting file i at time t downloads
mi (t) packets from the b SBSs within communication range.
If bmi (t) ≥ ki , the user can decode the file. If bmi (t) < ki ,
the additional ki −bmi (t) coded packets required to decode the
file are downloaded from the MBS. Consequently, the fraction
of file i downloaded from SBSs can be expressed as
min{1, bµi (t)}

(2)

and the fraction of file i downloaded from the MBS as
max{0, 1 − bµi (t)}.

(3)

We assume that downloading one bit of data from the MBS and
the SBSs comes at a cost θMBS and θSBS per bit, respectively.
The cost represents, e.g., the transmission delay or energy
consumption of transmitting one bit. Finally, the cost to send
data to the caches, referred to as the cache update cost, is
denoted by θC .
III. P RELIMINARIES
The caching policies in (1) correspond to STTL [16]. FTTL
policies are obtained as a special case of (1), where the same
fraction νi of file i is cached for a time LT , defined by an
integer 0 ≤ L ≤ K, i.e., µi,0 = µi,1 = . . . = µi,L = νi and
µi,L+1 = µi,L+2 = . . . = µi,K = 0 [16]. Furthermore, letting
νi = 1 we obtain TTL caching policies. In [16], the caching
problem is framed as a utility maximization problem where a
strictly concave and increasing utility function gi (µ) measures
the utility resulting from caching a fraction µ when file i is
requested. The choice of letting gi (µ) be a strictly concave
and increasing function of µ is due to analytical tractability.
In practice, a linear utility function is more reasonable [22].
For the case of a single cache, the sum utility maximization
solved in [16] is
maximize
µi,j ,νi ∈R
βi,j ∈{0,1}

subject to

N
X
i=1
N
X
i=1

ωi

K
X

gi (µi,j )Fi,j ,

(4)

j=0

ωi si

K
X

µi,j Ai,j ≤ C,

(5)

j=0

1 ≥ µi,0 ≥ µi,1 ≥ · · · ≥ µi,K ≥ 0,

(6)

0 ≤ νi ≤ 1,

(7)

− βi,j ≤ µi,j ≤ βi,j ,

(8)

βi,j − 1 ≤ µi,j − νi ≤ 1 − βi,j ,

(9)

where (5) is a long-term average cache capacity constraint [16,
Lem. 1],
(
FXi ((j + 1)T ) − FXi (jT ), if j = 0, . . . , K − 1,
Fi,j =
1 − FXi (KT ),
if j = K
(10)
is the probability that file i is requested in time-slot j, and
Z
(j+1)T



1 − FXi (t) dt, if j = 0, . . . , K − 1,

jT
Ai,j = Z ∞



1 − FXi (t) dt,
if j = K.

KT

(11)
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The ratio Fi,j /Ai,j ≈ hi (jT ), where hi (·) is the hazard
function of the request process, represents the probability to
observe a request given the time since the last request, and
the approximation follows by considering the continuous limit
T → 0 [16]. For the remainder of this paper, hi (jT ) is
assumed to be decreasing in j. The solution to (4)–(9) provides
optimal FTTL caching policies [16]. Optimal TTL caching
policies are achieved by letting νi = 1 and removing the
constraint (7), while STTL policies are achieved by removing
the constraints (7)–(9) [16].

γb

N
X

ωi si

i=1

b=0

K
X

min{1, bµi,j }Fi,j .

(12)

j=0

Similarly, substituting (1) in (3), the MBS download rate is
RMBS =

B
X

γb

b=0

N
X

ωi si

i=1

K
X

max{0, 1 − bµi,j }Fi,j .

(13)

Fi,j = FXi (KT ) − FXi (0) + 1 − FXi (KT ) = 1. (14)

j=0

Hence, we may rewrite (13) as
RMBS =

B
X

γb

=

ωi si

i=1

b=0
N
X

N
X

where

K
X

θC RC − (θMBS − θSBS )RSBS .
Thus, minimizing the network load corresponds to the optimization problem
minimize θC RC − (θMBS − θSBS )RSBS ,
µi,j ,νi ∈R
βi,j ∈{0,1}

(15)

We remind that optimal code parameters ni and ki are readily obtained from the caching policies µi,j minimizing the
network load (see Section II-A). Consider briefly the case of
zero cache update cost, i.e., θC = 0. For θMBS > θSBS , we see
that (18) represents a maximization of the SBS download rate
RSBS and for θMBS ≤ θSBS , (18) has a trivial solution µi,j = 0,
i.e., caching at the SBSs is turned off (RSBS = 0) and all data
is fetched from the MBS, for which
W = θMBS

RC = B

i=1

ωi si

(µi,0 − µi,j )Fi,j .

j=0

The above expression assumes that all caches are updated at
each request in the area, which we refer to as synchronous
updates. This simplification is due to analytical tractability.

N
X

ωi si

i=1

using (16) and (17).
Next, we reformulate the optimization problem (18) in a
way that is more tractable. Using the epigraph formulation [23,
Ch. 3.1.7], we introduce the auxiliary optimization variables
ξb,i,j ∈ R and the constraints
ξb,i,j ≤ 1,

(19)

ξb,i,j ≤ bµi,j .

(20)

Expressing the SBS download rate in (12) as

i=1

i.e., all requested content not downloaded from SBSs is
downloaded from the MBS. The average data rate at which
the SBSs caches are updated, denoted by RC , is

(18)

subject to (5)–(9).

j=0

K
X

ωi si − (θMBS − θSBS )RSBS

(17)
using (15). We want to minimize the network load over the
caching policies µi (t) under the constraints (5)–(9). The first
term in (17) is independent of µi (t). Hence, minimizing (16)
is equivalent to minimizing

(1 − min{1, bµi,j })Fi,j

ωi si − RSBS ,

N
X

N
X

j=0

Note that max{0, 1 − bµi,j } = 1 − min{1, bµi,j } and that,
using (10) together with FXi (0) = 0,
K
X

(16)

i=1

In this section, we formulate the average rate at which data
is sent through the network described in Section II and an
optimization problem to minimize the network load for coded
TTL caching. In particular, we generalize the optimization
problem (4)–(9) to a distributed coded caching scenario,
utilizing TTL caching policies. We propose an equivalent,
more tractable formulation of the optimization problem that
is efficiently solved numerically. The average rate at which
data is downloaded from the SBSs and the MBS is denoted
by RSBS and RMBS , respectively. We choose the utility function
gi (µi (t)) = si min{1, bµi (t)}, representing the amount of data
that a user requesting file i at time t can download from the
b SBSs within communication range (see (2)). Using (1) and
also averaging over the number of SBSs within range of a user
requesting a particular content in (4), we obtain
B
X

W = θMBS RMBS + θSBS RSBS + θC RC ,

θMBS RMBS + θSBS RSBS = θMBS

IV. D ISTRIBUTED C ODED TTL C ACHING

RSBS =

Obtaining optimal caching policies under asynchronous updates appears to be a formidable task. In Section VI, we
nonetheless simulate caching policies that are optimal under
synchronous updates for an asynchronous cache updating
scenario.
We define the network load as

R̃SBS =

B
X
b=0

γb

N
X
i=1

ωi si

K
X

ξb,i,j Fi,j ,

(21)

j=0

with the notation R̃SBS to emphasize that it corresponds to the
download rate of the epigraph formulation, we formulate the
MILP
minimize

µi,j ,νi ,ξb,i,j ∈R
βi,j ∈{0,1}

θC RC − (θMBS − θSBS )R̃SBS ,

subject to (5)–(9), (19), (20),

(22)
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which is equivalent to (18) and efficiently solved using, e.g.,
Gurobi [24]. The MILP (22) provides optimal FTTL caching
policies for the distributed coded caching scenario. Optimal
coded TTL policies are achieved by letting νi = 1 and
removing the constraint (7), while coded STTL policies are
attained by removing the constraints (7)–(9). Note that the
STTL optimization problem is a linear program. We observe
that the optimal STTL caching policies µi,j are almost exclusively rational numbers which removes the quantization step
when obtaining code parameters ki and ni , as explained in
Section II-A.
A. Analysis as Single Cache TTL
In this subsection, we will show that the distributed coded
caching problem using TTL caching policies in (18) can
equivalently be analyzed as a single cache TTL problem using
a particular decreasing and convex cost function. We also show
how our distributed caching problem maps to the sum utility
maximization (4) for the single cache case. Let the random
variable Y denote the number of SBSs within range of a user,
with Pr(Y = b) = γb , b = 0, 1, . . . , B. Changing the order of
summation in (12) yields
RSBS =

N
X
i=1

ωi si

K
X

Fi,j E[min{1, µi,j Y }].

(23)

j=0

Regarding the expectation in (23), we will need the following
lemma in subsequent theorems.
Lemma 1. For a nonnegative random variable Y and µ ≥ 0,
Z 1
E[min{1, µY }] =
1 − FY (z/µ) dz.
0

Proof: See Appendix A.
The following theorem gives some important properties of
the expectation in (23), as a function of the caching policy
µi,j .
Theorem 1. For a nonnegative random variable Y , the expectation E[min{1, µY }] is an increasing and concave function
of µ ≥ 0.
Proof: See Appendix B.
The result of Theorem 1 is interesting because it proves
that (18) is convex. Furthermore, it shows how the cost
minimization (18) with link costs θMBS = 1, θSBS = 0, and no
cache update cost (θC = 0), which corresponds to a distributed
caching scenario, maps to the utility maximization (4), which
assumes a single cache. The following theorem considers the
important special case of SBSs distributed in an area according
to a Poisson point process, in which case Y corresponds to a
Poisson random variable [17, Ch. 2.3].
Theorem 2. For Y ∼ Poisson(λ),
e−λ λd1/µe µ
,
Γ(d1/µe)
(24)
where Q(·, ·) is the regularized Gamma function and Γ(·) is
the Gamma function.
E[min{1, µY }] = 1 + (λµ − 1)Q(d1/µe, λ) −

Proof: See Appendix C.
The expression (24) is an increasing and concave function
of µ, according to Theorem 1. Due to the ceiling function
d1/µe in (24), we see that we should set 1/µ ∈ N in order
to minimize (18) while not wasting cache capacity resources
(see (5)).
V. S PECIAL C ASES
The distributed coded caching problem utilizing TTL
caching policies (18) has two interesting problems as special
cases; static caching (K = 0), studied in [2], [3], [5], [6] for
MDS codes, and single cache (γ1 = 1), investigated in [16]. In
this section, we show the connection between our problem and
the special case of static caching, which we prove is optimal
under a Poisson request process, and the special case of a
single cache, which we prove has a particularly simple optimal
solution.
A. Static Coded Caching
Before showing that (18) includes static caching as a special
case, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3. For a Poisson request process, static caching
minimizes (18).
Proof: See Appendix D.
Under static caching, FTTL and
only the updates distinguish the two
following, we assume that all files
si = s, and study the nontrivial case
caching (K = 0), (10) reduces to

STTL are identical as
caching policies. In the
are of equal size, i.e.,
θMBS > θSBS . For static

Fi,j = Fi,0 = 1 − FXi (0) = 1
and the objective function (18) becomes
−RSBS = −

B
X

γb

ωi si min{1, bµi,0 }Fi,0

i=1

b=0

= −ωs

N
X

B
X
b=0

γb

N
X

pi min{1, bµi,0 }.

(25)

i=1

Also, (11) is
Z
Ai,j = Ai,0 =

∞

0

1 − FXi (t) dt = E[Xi ] = ωi−1 .

Hence, the constraint (5) simplifies to
N
X
i=1

ωi si

K
X
j=0

µi,j Ai,j = s

N
X

µi,0 ≤ C.

(26)

i=1

Using (25) in (18), under constraints (6) and (26), the optimization problem (18) is precisely the static caching problem
considered in [3], apart from additive and multiplicative constants. Hence, the static caching problem explored in [3] is a
special case of (18).
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1

framework can handle general ai . The CDF of the Weibull
distribution is
  a 
t
.
FXi (t) = 1 − exp −
bi

0.8

Also,

W/ω

f=0

ωi−1 = E[Xi ] = bi Γ(1 + a−1 ),

f=6

which implies

TTL

bi =

0.6
ST

0.4

0

20

40

FT T

TL

60

80

We assume the aggregate request rate per hour ω = 100 and
L

100

ρ
Figure 2. The fraction of data downloaded from the MBS as a function of
the SBS density ρ.

B. Single Cache TTL
We proceed with the other interesting special case, i.e., the
single cache problem. Letting γ1 = 1 in (12), i.e., users access
a single cache with probability 1, we see that the average rate
at which data is downloaded from the SBSs is
RSBS =
=

N
X

ωi si

K
X

i=1

j=0

N
X

K
X

i=1

ωi si

1/iα
,
pi = PN
α
`=1 1/`
which is the Zipf probability mass function with parameter
α ≥ 0. We remind that pi has the interpretation of file
popularity under a Poisson request process.
The area is defined by the communication range of the
MBS, which is denoted by rMBS and assumed to be rMBS =
2
800 meters (m), i.e., the considered area is πrMBS
≈ 2 square
kilometers. The SBSs are deployed in the area according to a
Poisson point process. Let ρ be the density of SBSs per square
2
kilometer (km−2 ), i.e., ρ = B/(πrMBS
). The probability that
a user is within range of b SBSs is [17, Ch. 2.3]
γb = e−λ

min{1, µi,j }Fi,j

µi,j Fi,j ,

1
.
ωi Γ(1 + a−1 )

(27)

j=0

since µi,j ≤ 1 using (6). For the nontrivial case of θMBS >
θSBS , and update cost θC = 0, the minimization problem (18) is
equivalent to a maximization problem of the objective function
(27). In particular, the STTL problem has a surprisingly simple
solution given by the following theorem.
Theorem 4. For users accessing a single cache, link costs
θMBS > θSBS and θC = 0, the STTL optimization problem, i.e.,
maximizing (27) under constraints (5) and (6), is a fractional
knapsack problem with a greedy optimal solution equivalent
to FTTL and TTL.
Proof: See Appendix E.
A similar result was proved in [16] for a single file, i.e.,
N = 1.
VI. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
In the following, we will assume that the times between
requests are distributed according to the Weibull distribution, which has been shown to accurately estimate interrequest times of, e.g., educational media [18], i.e., Xi ∼
Weibull(ai , bi ), where ai , 0 < ai ≤ 1, and bi are the shape
and scale parameters of the distribution, respectively. For
simplicity, we let ai = a for all i to evaluate the network
load for a class of files requested with the same Weibull
shape statistics. However, we remark that our optimization

λb
,
b!

2
where λ = ρπrSBS
= B(rSBS /rMBS )2 . Unless stated otherwise,
we will assume the following setup for the remainder of this
section. The library holds N = 100 files, each of normalized
size si = 1. We set the Weibull shape a = 0.6, which
describes a quite bursty request process and is within the
range specified in [18]. Also, we set α = 0.7, which has been
shown to accurately capture the popularity of Youtube videos
[25]. We assume that there are B = 100 SBSs in the area,
corresponding to a density ρ ≈ 50 km−2 and that users can
download content from SBSs within a range of rSBS = 100
m. Each SBS has the capacity to cache C = 10 files or 10%
of the file library. We assume the link costs θSBS = 0 and
θMBS = 1. Furthermore, we assume that θC  θMBS , which is a
reasonable assumption since data can be transmitted to caches
over high capacity fiber-optical or highly directional wireless
backhaul links, while the MBS serves a large number of users
over potentially large distances. Finally, we consider an update
window length of K/f = 1 hour and update frequencies f = 6
per hour.
We obtain optimal TTL, FTTL, and STTL caching policies
by solving (22) and plot the network load (16) normalized by
the aggregate request rate ω. For θC = 0, the network load is
interpreted as the fraction of data downloaded from the MBS.
Fig. 2 shows this fraction as a function of the SBS density ρ for
no cache updates, i.e., f = 0 implying µi,j = µi,0 , and cache
update frequency per hour f = 6. The network load using
FTTL and STTL overlap for f = 0, which is expected since
only the cache updates distinguish the two policies. We also
see that there is a reduction in network load when choosing the
FTTL or STTL caching policies over the TTL policy and that
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Figure 3. The fraction of data downloaded from the MBS as a function of
the Weibull shape a for an update frequency f = 6.

the network load decreases with increasing SBS density. The
reason for the performance loss when using the TTL caching
policy is that users within range of b > 1 SBSs will download
superfluous data, which correspond to a wasteful use of cache
memory resources. The gain for the static caching scenario
(f = 0) was observed already in [3]. Finally, we observe that,
for f = 6, there is only a small reduction in network load
for STTL as compared to FTTL, but the load reduction is
increasing for increasing ρ.
Fig. 3 shows the fraction of data downloaded from the MBS
versus the Weibull shape a, for update frequency per hour
f = 6, and no cache update cost (θC = 0). We also include
curves for static caching (f = 0), which do not depend on
a as is shown in (25) and (26), for comparison. For bursty
request arrivals, i.e., small values of a, we see that the use of
TTL caching policies reduces the fraction of data downloaded
from the MBS significantly with respect to static caching.
Furthermore, we observe that, for very small values of a, all
TTL policies have similar performance. This is because, with
high probability, the times between requests are less than the
period T , i.e., Fi,0 ≈ 1 for all i, and TTL is an optimal caching
policy. For a = 1, corresponding to a Poisson request process,
FTTL and STTL yield the same network load as proved in
Theorem 3, which is, however, lower than the network load
using TTL. A similar effect was shown in [16] for the single
cache case.
Fig. 4 shows the normalized minimum network load as a
function of the update frequency f for the case of no cache
update cost (θC = 0) and θC = 10−3 . For both cases, updating
content on the caches is seen to be beneficial for all TTL
policies. For example, using STTL and assuming θC = 0,
the reduction is roughly 10% as compared to static caching.
We observe that the decrease in network load for an increase
in update frequency saturates for moderately large f . Hence,
cache updates need not be very frequent to reap the benefits
of the TTL, FTTL, and STTL caching policies. The sufficient
update frequency of course depends on several parameter

STTL

0

2

4

6

8

10

f
Figure 4.
Normalized network load as a function of the cache update
frequency f .

values, in particular, the Weibull shape a is a key parameter
when deciding update frequencies.
Finally, in Fig. 5, the normalized minimum network load is
plotted versus the cache update cost θC for an update frequency
per hour f = 6. The load for static caching (f = 0) is also
shown in the figure. As previously described, the network load
when using FTTL and STTL is the same for static caching.
It is interesting to note that all TTL policies revert to static
caching for sufficiently large values of θC . Also included in
Fig. 5 is a simulation of the optimal (under synchronous cache
updates) STTL and TTL caching policies for asynchronous
cache updates, i.e., only the SBSs within range of a user
placing a request update cached content. The considered
caching policies do not exhibit a better performance under
asynchronous updates, which is to be expected for two reasons.
Firstly, since the file request process is homogenous over the
considered area, the spatial average cached content is important and the same average cached content can be achieved by
both synchronous and asynchronous cache updates. Secondly,
the request rate within the communication range of an SBS is
smaller than the request rate in the entire area, implying less
content to be cached over time using asynchronous updates,
i.e., the caches are underutilized.
VII. C ONCLUSION
We optimized time-to-live (TTL) caching policies with periodic eviction of coded content to minimize the overall network
load for a scenario where content is encoded using a maximum
distance separable (MDS) code and cached in a distributed
fashion across small base stations. The proposed optimization
problem is efficiently solved numerically. Interestingly, we
show that the problem can equivalently be analyzed as a single
cache optimization problem under a specific decreasing and
convex cost function. For small base stations (SBSs) deployed
according to a Poisson point process, we provide the cost
function explicitly. The analyzed scenario encompasses static
caching and single caching as important special cases. We
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Since FY (y) is an increasing function of y, 1 − FY (z/µ)
is an increasing function of µ, and
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1 − FY (z/µ) dz

W/ω
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0

is an increasing function of µ. Using Lemma 1, the expectation
E[min{1, µY }] is an increasing function of µ.
For µ1 ≥ 0, µ2 ≥ 0, Y ≥ 0, and 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, the following
inequalities hold,
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(1 − α)µ1 Y ≥ (1 − α) min{1, µ1 Y },

STTL

FTTL
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αµ2 Y ≥ α min{1, µ2 Y }.
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Figure 5. Normalized network load versus the update cost θC when using the
various caching policies under synchronous and asynchronous cache updates.

proved that, interestingly, static caching is optimal under a
Poisson request process. We also proved that the single cache
problem has a simple greedy solution. We showed that TTL
caching policies can offer substantial reductions in network
load compared with static caching under a request renewal
process, in particular when the request process is bursty.
Conversely, for sufficiently large cache update cost, dynamic
caching of MDS coded content is futile, i.e., static caching
is optimal. Finally, although we consider a wireless network
scenario, the results are general in the sense that they can be
applied to any distributed caching scenario.
The updating of coded content cached at SBSs can be
seen as content repair [4]. Therefore, an interesting question
is whether repair-efficient coding schemes, e.g., regenerating
codes [26], can yield a lower network load.

Hence,
((1−α)µ1 +αµ2 )Y ≥ (1−α) min{1, µ1 Y }+α min{1, µ2 Y }.
(28)
Similarly, using
(1 − α) ≥ (1 − α) min{1, µ1 Y },
α ≥ α min{1, µ2 Y },
we have that
1 = 1−α+α ≥ (1−α) min{1, µ1 Y }+α min{1, µ2 Y }. (29)
Using (28) and (29), we get
min{1, ((1 − α)µ1 + αµ2 )Y }
≥ (1 − α) min{1, µ1 Y } + α min{1, µ2 Y }.
Taking the expectation of both sides yields
E[min{1, ((1 − α)µ1 + αµ2 )Y }]
≥ E[(1 − α) min{1, µ1 Y } + α min{1, µ2 Y }]
= (1 − α) E[min{1, µ1 Y }] + α E[min{1, µ2 Y }],
which concludes the proof.

A PPENDIX A
P ROOF OF L EMMA 1
We represent 1 as a random variable with degenerate
distribution δ(z − 1), where δ(·) is the Dirac delta function,
and let Z = min{1, µY }, for which the CDF of Z is
FZ (z) , Pr(Z ≤ z)
= Pr(min{1, µY } ≤ z)
= 1 − Pr(1 > z, µY > z)
= 1 − H(1 − z)(1 − FY (z/µ)),
where H(·) is the heavyside function. The expected value of
Z is
Z ∞
1 − FZ (z) dz
E[Z] =
0
Z ∞
=
H(1 − z)(1 − FY (z/µ)) dz
0
Z 1
=
1 − FY (z/µ) dz.
0

A PPENDIX C
P ROOF OF T HEOREM 2
For a Poisson random variable Y with rate λ,
FY (y) =

byc i
X
λ
i=0

i!

e−λ .

(30)

For a positive integer x, let Γ(x) and Q(x, λ) denote the
Gamma function and the regularized Gamma function, i.e.,
Γ(x) = (x − 1)! and
Z ∞ x −t
x −λ
t e
(a) λ e
Q(x + 1, λ) =
dt =
+ Q(x, λ),
Γ(x + 1)
Γ(x + 1)
λ
(31)
respectively, where (a) is obtained after integration by parts.
Unfolding the recursion in (31), using Q(1, λ) = e−λ yields
Q(x + 1, λ) =

x
X
i=0

x

X λi
λi
e−λ =
e−λ
Γ(i + 1)
i!
i=0

and
Q(byc + 1, λ) = FY (y),

(32)

(33)
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using (30).
Using (33),
Z 1
Z
FY (y/µ) dy =
0

distributed inter-request times Fi,j /Ai,j = ωi (from (10) and
(11)), i.e., the hazard function is constant for a Poisson request
process. For fixed Ci ’s, the maximization problem is separable
in i. Thus, we can consider the following optimization problem

1

Q(by/µc + 1, λ) dy

0

=µ

b1/µc

X

Q(i, λ) + (1 − b1/µcµ)Q(b1/µc + 1, λ),

i=1

(34)

where the integral is a summation due to the floor function in
the argument of Q(·, ·). Applying the recursion (31) repeatedly
yields
b1/µc

X

Q(i, λ) = b1/µcQ(b1/µc + 1, λ) −

b1/µc

i=1

X

X
j=0

j −λ

λ e
Γ(j + 1)

= b1/µcQ(b1/µc + 1, λ) − λQ(b1/µc, λ),

where we have used (32) in (b). Inserting this expression in
(34), one obtains
Z 1
FY (y/µ) dy = Q(b1/µc + 1, λ) − µλQ(b1/µc, λ)
0

= (1 − λµ)Q(d1/µe, λ) +

λd1/µe µe−λ
,
Γ(d1/µe)
(35)

where we have used (31) and

subject to si

µi,j ,ξb,i,j ,Ci ∈R

subject to si

N
X

ωi si

i=1

b=0
K
X

K
X

ξb,i,j Fi,j ,

(36)

j=0

µi,j Fi,j ≤ Ci ,

Ci = C,

µi,j Fi,j ≤ Ci ,

(44)

µi,j − µi,j−1 ≤ 0, µi,−1 = 1,

(45)

− µi,j ≤ 0,

(46)

ξb,i,j ≤ 1,

(47)

ξb,i,j ≤ bµi,j ,

(48)

for each file i = 1, . . . , N separately. We can now prove the
following lemma.
Proof: For ease of exposition, we drop the subindex i in
the proof. Introducing the dual variables λ, φj , ψj , δb,j , and
b,j , the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions of (43)–(48)
are
−γb Fj + δb,j + b,j = 0,
λsFj + φj − φj+1 − ψj −

B
X

(49)

b,j b = 0, φK+1 = 0, (50)

b=0
K
X


µj Fj  = 0,

(51)

j=0

(37)

φj (µj − µj−1 ) = 0, µ−1 = 1,

(38)

i=1

µi,j − µi,j−1 ≤ 0, µi,−1 = 1,

(39)

− µi,j ≤ 0,

(40)

ξb,i,j ≤ 1,

(41)

ξb,i,j ≤ bµi,j ,

(42)

where Ci may be regarded as the size of the cache partition
reserved for file i, and we used the fact that for exponentially

(52)

ψj (−µj ) = 0,

(53)

δb,j (ξb,j − 1) = 0,

(54)

b,j (ξb,j − bµj ) = 0,

(55)

λ ≥ 0, φj ≥ 0, ψj ≥ 0,

(56)

δb,j ≥ 0, b,j ≥ 0,

(57)

and (44)–(48). Let
µj = C/s,
ξb,j = min{1, bC/s},
which corresponds to static caching utilizing completely the
given cache partition, and largest possible values of the variables ξb,j . Furthermore, let
(58)

φj = 0,

j=0
N
X

K
X

λ −C + s

A PPENDIX D
P ROOF OF T HEOREM 3
For proving that static caching minimizes (22) (and hence
(18)) it is sufficient to show that it maximizes R̃SBS (see
(21)), as for static caching RC = 0. Maximizing (21) under
constraints (5), (6), (19), and (20), is equivalent to
γb

(43)

ξb,i,j Fj ,

j=0

in (c). Combining (35) with the result of Lemma 1 yields the
desired result.

B
X

K
X
j=0

b=0



(
0, if 1/µ ∈ Z
d1/µe − b1/µc =
1, if 1/µ ∈
/Z

maximize

γb

Lemma 2. Static caching is an optimal solution to (43)–(48).

(b)

(c)

µi,j ,ξb,i,j ∈R

λi e−λ
i
Γ(i + 1)

i=1
b1/µc−1

= b1/µcQ(b1/µc + 1, λ) − λ

B
X

maximize

ψj = 0,
(
0,
δb,j =
γb Fj ,
(
γ b Fj ,
b,j =
0,

(59)
if b ≤ s/C
,
if b > s/C

(60)

if b ≤ s/C
,
if b > s/C

(61)

bs/Cc
K B
1 XX
(a) 1 X
b,j b =
γb b,
λ=
s j=0
s
b=0

b=0

(62)
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where we have used (61) and (14) in (a). It is readily verified
that the choice of optimization and dual variables satisfy the
KKT conditions and are hence optimal since the problem is
convex [23, Ch. 5.5.3]. Therefore, static caching maximizes
(43).
It remains to optimize over the Ci , but since, by Lemma 2,
static caching is optimal for any assignment of Ci ’s, it is
optimal for (36)–(42).
A PPENDIX E
P ROOF OF T HEOREM 4
Letting γ1 = 1, θC = 0, and θMBS > θSBS , the STTL
problem, i.e., maximizing (27) under constraints (5) and (6),
is equivalent to
maximize
µi,j ∈R

N
X

ωi si

i=1

subject to

N
X

K
X

µi,j Fi,j ,

(63)

µi,j Ai,j ≤ C,

(64)

j=0

ωi si

i=1

K
X
j=0

1 ≥ µi,0 ≥ µi,1 ≥ · · · ≥ µi,K ≥ 0.

(65)

Relaxing the constraint (65), replacing it with 0 ≤ µi,j ≤ 1,
and letting xi,j = ωi si µi,j Ai,j , we obtain
maximize
xi,j ∈R

K
N X
X

xi,j

i=1 j=0

subject to

N X
K
X

Fi,j
,
Ai,j

xi,j ≤ C,

i=1 j=0

0 ≤ xi,j ≤ ωi si Ai,j ,
which is recognized as the fractional knapsack problem [27].
The optimal solution to this problem is obtained by setting
xi,j = ωi si Ai,j , i.e., µi,j = 1, greedily with respect to the
fractions Fi,j /Ai,j [27]. We observe that, since Fi,j /Ai,j is
decreasing in j as explained in Sec. III, the constraint (65) is
met and we have a valid STTL caching policy. Apart from the
possibility that one µi,j < 1 depending on the value of C, the
constraints (7)–(9) are also satisfied by this policy and, hence,
the optimal STTL caching policy is equivalent to the optimal
FTTL and TTL caching policies.
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